DESKS
JOLIE Desk
DUSTIN Director’s chair
JAIME Table lamp
CAMILLA

Writing desk with Art Déco inspiration. The Camilla range comes from the Aida limited edition but with a different finishing, mixing shiny wood and metal. Another version is entirely covered in leather (cuoio) and features metal details. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
133x66,5x75h cm - Inch 54.4x26.2x29.5h

FINISHES

- BLACK MAPLE / GLOSSY NATURAL BRASS
- DOVE GREY THIN LEATHER / SATIN BLACK NICKEL
- SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD / SATIN BLACK NICKEL

* CODE: 048048 CA867 C0020
** CODE: 048048 CA185 C0554
CAMUS

Secretary desk with solid wood frame and metal details. An important technical feature is the opening system of the folding top: through a special clutch device with an exposed steel wire, the top opens slowly without dropping and keeps its stability when working on it.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
120x51x123h cm - Inch 47.2x20.1x28.4h

FINISHES

- CANALETTO WALNUT
- DARK GREEN LEATHER
- SATIN LIGHT BRASS

CODE: 048355 CA918 C4856
EUCLIDE
Euclide has a light look, thanks to its thin top and chests of drawers supported by only two metal ribbon legs. Euclide is designed to be used from both sides, since it has four drawers with traditional guide rails on each side. This desk is equally suitable for being used in a study or in a bedroom. The frames of the drawers are in solid wood.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
150x70x75h cm - Inch 59.1x27.6x29.5h

FINISHES
BLACK MAPLE / BLACK PAINTED STEEL

GIUNONE
Desk with curved design. The two ends are completely rounded, as well as all the edges. The chests of drawers feature five drawers each, four with the same height and a higher one conceived for larger storage. All drawers on the same side can be locked simultaneously with a leather-covered key. The opening system follows a rotational movement, and the metal handles have a special design by Armani/Casa. The chests of drawers are suspended thanks to recessed bases, which give the desk a lighter look.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
219x98x75h cm - Inch 86.2x38.6x29.5h

FINISHES
BROWN TAMO / NATURAL THIN LEATHER / SMOKED GOLD
VINTAGE BROWN OAK / DOVE GREY THIN LEATHER / SMOKED GOLD

* CODE: 048538 CA906 C1554
JOLIE

Featuring minimal lines with hints of the Thirties, Jolie is a two-drawer desk with wooden structure and leather top. It is equipped on each side with pockets conceived to store paper and magazines. Underneath the worktop two drawers open with the aid of a small leather handle with metal GA logo detail. The drawers feature wooden guide rails, which allow more height to the inside of the drawer. The drawer fronts show refined visible stitching. Jolie has no back panel, but the solid wood structure is conceived to ensure optimal stability.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
140x70x75h cm - Inch 55.1x27.5x29.5h

FINISHES

CARE: 048873 CA920 C4858

JOLIE

JUSTIN

Elegant desk inspired by the Art Déco taste, featuring radiant top edges and tapered legs. The central compartment in between the drawers has a cable hole, while a small support to hold electric devices is located underneath the top. Justin is also available in a limited version, entirely in Grey Tamo, celebrating the 40th anniversary of the Giorgio Armani company.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
140x70x86h cm - Inch 51.1x27.5x33.8h

FINISHES

CARE: 048891 CA918 C4856

JUSTIN

FINISHES

Frame BROWN ELM
BLACK LEATHER (CUOIO)
CORTECCIA BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
DARK BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
DARK GREEN LEATHER (CUOIO)
DOVE GREY LEATHER (CUOIO)

FINISHES

CARE: 048891 CA918 C4856

JUSTIN

FINISHES

CARE: 048891 CA918 C4856

JUSTIN

FINISHES

CARE: 048891 CA918 C4856

JUSTIN

FINISHES

CARE: 048891 CA918 C4856

JUSTIN